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	 REPORT OF THE NATIONAL 
CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE 

 

 
This package contains proposed amendments as written to include the author's editorial concerning 

motive, rationale and argument.  The Committee studied each proposed amendment and resolution 

to identify conflicts with existing contract provisions, constitutional language, current NATCA 

bylaws, and federal labor law or regulations.  If the Committee identified any conflicts with 

existing constitutional language, contract provisions, or rule of law, this was noted in the report.  

This report represents the Committee's findings in accordance with the NATCA Constitution. 

 

The proposed amendments are listed by article and section in the order in which they appear in 

the NATCA Constitution.  Proposed amendments are numbered for identification purposes only.  

Text that has been proposed for deletion has been marked in "strikeout" format (this is an example 

of “strikeout” format).  Proposed additions are shown in an "underline" format (this is an example 

of "underline" format). 

 

The Committee also reviewed all resolutions received prior to the May 2nd deadline.  The text 

of these resolutions begins on page 20. 

 

Even the most spirited defenders of the NATCA Constitution and bylaws understand that these 

documents are not perfect.  It is the intent that these documents will continue to evolve and 

meet the maturing needs of this Union.  Amendments, deletions and additions to NATCA's 

constitution and bylaws are not casual or without effort. Mechanisms exist to ensure that we, as 

individual members and as a union, have the opportunity to amend and improve the documents 

that define NATCA's framework and provide guidance to our elected leadership.  Any changes 

to these important documents require our careful consideration and study. 
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It is the position of this Committee that all concerned should be commended for the thought reflected 

in their proposals. The Committee acknowledges and appreciates the time, effort and energy that 

individuals have devoted to this Union and to their proposals.  We recognize that these ideas were 

submitted with a sincere and earnest desire to improve and promote our organization. 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 
NATCA National Constitution Committee: 
 
Heath Wilson – Central Region, Chairman 
Charlie Akers – Alaskan Region 
Rick Foster – Southwest Region 
Renae Hultgren – Great Lakes Region 
Michael Martin – Region X 
Elisa Muise – New England Region, Rules Chair 
Chris Perdue – Southern Region  
Chris Perks – Eastern Region 
Drew Stewart – Northwest Mountain Region  
Troy Verville – Western Pacific Region 
*Ryan Herrick – Great Lakes Region 
*Erik Mandt – Western Pacific Region 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*incoming members
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AMENDMENTS 
 
In accordance with SRC-1 the following proposed amendments are submitted for consideration.  The proposed 
amendments are listed in the order in which they appear in the NATCA Constitution and then the order they were 
received. 
 

 

 A16-01   ARTICLE V, § 3 AMEND: Section 3.  The Safety Committee shall be composed of active 
members in good standing selected for positions of expertise in the 
following areas:  

• Tower Representative 
• TRACON Representative 
• Combined Tower/TRACON Representative 
• Enroute Representative (2) 
• Oceanic Representative 
• Aircraft Safety Investigators Committee Chair 
• Service Safety Area Safety Representative Lead 
• Runway Safety Representative 
• Aircraft Certification Representative 
• Region X Representative 
• TMU Representative 
• Voluntary Safety Reporting Representative 
• Professional Standards Representative 
• International Representative 
• Pilot/Controller Liaison 
• Human Factors Performance Representative 
• SMS Representative 

 Ad Hoc members may be appointed by the President and confirmed 
by the National Executive Board. 
 Vacancy will be advertised to all active members and selection(s) 
will be made by the NATCA President and confirmed by the National 
Executive Board. When there is a vacancy on the National Safety 
Committee that leaves a region unrepresented, a representative from that 
region shall be given priority during the selection process. 
 
Rationale: With the addition of numerous Article 48 Representatives, and 
additional Safety and Tech staff at the national office, the current make-
up of the National Safety Committee is no longer needed. A change in 
structure is needed to ensure the NSC can effectively represent the Union 
membership. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author(s): National Safety Committee 
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 A16-02   ARTICLE V, §11 ADD NEW: Section 11.  National committee members (including 
members of non-standing committees) may attend meetings 
electronically.  Procedures for conducting electronic meetings shall be 
established by each committee.  Electronic meetings shall not satisfy the 
requirements for regular meetings as required within respective committee 
charters. 
 
Rationale: RONR pg. 98 ll. 21-28 “ELECTRONIC MEETINGS IN 
COMMITTEES. As in the case of a board or any assembly, committees 
that are expressly established by the bylaws can hold a valid electronic 
meeting only if authorized in the bylaws to do so.  
A committee that is not expressly established by the bylaws, however, may 
instead be authorized by a standing rule of the parent body or 
organization, or by the motion establishing the particular committee, to 
hold electronic meetings.” 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author(s): National Constitution Committee 
 
 

 

 A16-03   ARTICLE VI, § 7 DELETE: Section 7.  If a member applies for or voluntarily accepts a 
supervisory or management position within the Agency/company then; 
he/she shall immediately vacate any elected/appointed Union position 
currently held, and shall not be eligible to run for office or be appointed 
to any position with the Union for a period of twelve (12) months after the 
closing date of the applicable bid (if not selected) or twelve (12) months 
after returning to the bargaining unit from a supervisory or management 
position within the Agency/company. These provisions shall not apply in 
the case of an employee that is forced to work a supervisory or managerial 
position within the Agency/company.  
 
Rationale: The current rule restricts NATCA members from performing 
certain roles in support of NATCA if they have applied to a supervisory 
position within the last year. This rule punishes union members for 
attempting to progress within their careers to a position they desire, while 
simultaneously punishing the local union by restricting their 
membership.  All members of our workforce are different and possess a 
variety of strengths and weaknesses. It is counter intuitive to the goals of 
our union to restrict a member’s career progression or alienate them for 
making a desired career choice. 
 

�Passed  �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended  Author: Michael Clay (ILG) 
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 A16-04   ARTICLE VII, § 2 AMEND: Section 2.  To have his or her name placed on the ballot, a 
candidate for National Office must be nominated by an active member in 
good standing and must accept the nomination. Nominations must be in 
writing and must be delivered via certified mail to: National Election 
Committee at the Association’s headquarters. All candidates for office 
must be active members in good standing for at least one year prior to the 
close of nominations.  All candidates for the office of Regional Vice 
President must be assigned to, as their facility of record, a bargaining unit 
within the Region for which they are seeking office.  
 
Rationale: Our Union's greatest strength is the grassroots activism of our 
members.  Nobody advocates for our issues like we do.  To continue 
building that strength, our Union should seek to develop the talents and 
leadership that are available within each facility and within each region. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Authors: Andreas Sanchez (DFW) & Richard Foster (DFW) 
 

 
 

 A16-05   ARTICLE VII, § 6  AMEND: Section 6.  A National Officer may serve an unlimited amount 
of not be elected to serve more than two (2) terms in the same office. 
 
Rationale: Not to slight the current members of the National E-Board on 
their third term, but I think our Union would benefit from new blood in 
our elected positions. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Ron McAuley (NCT) 
 
 
 

 A16-06   ARTICLE VII, § 6 AMEND: Section 6.  A National Officer may serve an unlimited amount 
of a maximum of three (3) terms in the same office. 

 
Rationale: Term limits should be in place to ensure a leadership in tune 
with the membership and eliminate complacency. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Nathan Rux (ZAU) 
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 A16-07   ARTICLE VII, § 10 ADD NEW: Section 10.  Local elections shall be determined by a 
plurality of eligible votes cast unless the Local’s constitution expressly 
requires candidates to be elected by a majority of eligible votes cast.  

 
Rationale: Article VII, Section 1 requires the President, Executive Vice 
President, and Regional Vice Presidents to be elected by a majority of 
eligible votes cast. The National Constitution contains no such 
requirement for local elections. However, the language in Article VII, 
Section 1 has caused confusion for some locals. As proposed, this new 
section would make clear that local elections shall be determined by a 
plurality (rather than a majority) of eligible votes cast, except where the 
local’s constitution expressly requires a majority. This clarification is in 
accordance with Department of Labor regulations on union officer 
elections. 

 
�Passed �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn �Amended Author(s): National Election Committee 
 
 

 A16-08   ARTICLE VIII, § 1 AMEND: Section 1.  The Association shall meet in National Convention 
every two (2) three (3) years at a location to be established by majority 
vote of the delegates at the Convention four (4) six (6) years previous. A 
Special Convention may be called by the President upon sixty (60) days 
notice to the membership. 

 
Rationale: A convention is not needed every two years.  This will help save 
the dues payers money. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Nathan Rux (ZAU) 
 

 

 A16-09   ARTICLE X, § 8 AMEND: Section 8.  Locals shall have, at a minimum, two (2) one (1) 
membership meetings per calendar year. quarter of the calendar year. 
 
Rationale: In 2014 we amended this to twice annually with the intent of 
pushing it to once per quarter.  Many locals already do this and it serves 
as a great way for FACREPS to disseminate and receive information 
about their locals.  Some members only receive the information forwarded 
to the emails and don’t get much face to face time with their reps. This 
amendment takes us to reaching for great instead of settling on good. 
 

�Passed �Defeated  Authors: Drew Stewart (ZSE), Elisa Muise (ZBW), Troy Verville (LAS), 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended  Michael Martin (EWP), Rick Foster (DFW) 
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 A16-10   ARTICLE X, § 9 ADD NEW: Section 9.  Locals are authorized to use electronic meetings, 
provided such procedures are specifically defined in local bylaws. 

 
Rationale: A board or any assembly can hold a valid electronic meeting 
only if authorized in the bylaws to do so.  This is to comply with Robert’s 
Rules of Order, Newly Revised. 

 
�Passed �Defeated 
�Withdrawn �Amended Author(s): National Constitution Committee 

 
 

 A16-11   ARTICLE XIV, § 6  AMEND: Section 6.  Amendments and ratifications to local constitutions 
shall be made in accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order, Newly 
Revised, and per the provisions of this Article.  

a) All proposed amendments to a local constitution shall be 
submitted to the local executive board at least thirty (30) days 
prior to the meeting during which they will be discussed and 
voted upon; and 

b) All proposed amendments shall be posted at least twenty-one 
(21) days prior to the meeting during which they will be 
discussed and voted upon; and 

c) Adoption of proposed amendments to the lLocal 
cConstitution shall require at least two-thirds (2/3) of the 
votes cast by the voting members as defined by the lLocal 
cConstitution. 

 Proposed amendments to local constitutions shall be heard at the 
next general membership meeting, or the next appropriate meeting for 
amendments as designated by the Local Constitution. Proposed 
amendments to local constitutions shall be heard at least once annually. 
 Interpretations to local constitutions shall be made by the Local 
President. Any challenges to interpretations of local constitutions shall be 
accomplished in the same manner as challenges to the National 
Constitution. 
 
Rationale: The timeline for submitting a local constitutional amendment 
is clear; the requirement to have the amendment heard is absent. Without 
a requirement for the amendment to be heard, the Local Executive board 
may sit on a proposal without giving the local membership the opportunity 
to act. This change will require a proposed  
amendment to be heard at the next appropriate meeting, consistent with 
constitutional timelines.  This is similar to Article XIV, Section 1 for 
amendments to our National Constitution. 
One of the basic principles of Roberts Rules is to act on the will of the 
majority while protecting the rights of the minority. Every member of 
every Local should have the opportunity to have his/her proposal 
heard.  Our National Constitution protects the rights of each individual 
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member to have a “voice” as outlined in Article VI, Section 1. This 
amendment is a vehicle to carry that voice to the Local membership.  
Removal of the Roberts Rules reference is due to redundancy. The 
requirement for meetings to be governed by Roberts Rules is captured in 
Article VI, Section 6. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author(s): National Constitution Committee 
 
 

 A16-12   ARTICLE XV, § 1 AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association:  

a)  Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time;  
b)  First Tie Breaker: NATCA Bargaining Unit Time;  
c)  Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA; 
d)  Third Tie Breaker: SCD;  
e)  Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at 

the local level.  
 For the purpose of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only as a bargaining unit member at that 
present facility.  
 NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is defined as the total time in a given 
bargaining unit represented by NATCA and as defined by the petition for 
representation of that unit.  In the event a BUE is involuntarily assigned a 
temporary management position, that BUE shall not accrue seniority 
while out of the bargaining unit. When the BUE reenters the bargaining 
unit, the local executive board must unanimously recommend that the 
NEB vote to restore the member’s seniority.  With the local 
recommendation and a majority vote of the full NEB, the NEB may credit 
the BUE with the seniority he or she would have gained during their time 
outside the bargaining unit.  Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time 
is derived by totaling all time together spent in each of the NATCA 
bargaining units. 
 
Rationale: We must make sure that our brothers and sisters don’t get 
victimized twice by first being made a supervisor involuntarily and 
secondly losing their seniority.  We must also establish a high threshold 
so this provision doesn’t get abused. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended Author: Chris Bakke (SLC) 
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 A16-13   ARTICLE XV, § 1 AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association:  

a)  Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time;  
b)  First Tie Breaker: NATCA Bargaining Unit Time;  
c)  Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA (For FCT only: EOD/Present 

Facility);  
d)  Third Tie Breaker: SCD;  
e)  Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at 

the local level.  
 For the purpose of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only as a bargaining unit member at that 
present facility.  
 NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is defined as the total time in a given 
bargaining unit while it is represented by NATCA and as defined by the 
petition for representation of that unit. Cumulative NATCA Bargaining 
Unit Time is derived by totaling all time together spent in each of the 
NATCA bargaining units. 
 
Rationale: Seniority in NATCA should start the day we start representing 
a particular bargaining unit. Our current interpretation allows for 
individuals to gain seniority retroactively in the event NATCA organizes 
that bargaining unit.   
Example: A controller works for contract tower not represented by 
NATCA from 2012-2014. The FAA then hires the controller in 2015. In 
2016, the contract tower that the controller worked at organizes with 
NATCA. Per our Constitution, the controller would get seniority for the 
time he/she was at the contract tower even though at no point was that 
tower represented while the controller was employed there. 

 
�Passed �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn  �Amended Author: Anthony Schifano (CLT) 
 
 

 A16-14   ARTICLE XV, § 1 AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association:  

a) Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time plus time served on 
Active Duty Military; 

b) First Tie Breaker: Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; 
c) Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA; NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; 
d) Third Tie Breaker: SCD; EOD/FAA; 
e) Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at the 

local level. SCD; 
f)   Fifth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at the 

local level. 
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 For the purpose of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only as a bargaining unit member at that 
present facility.   
 NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is defined as the total time in a given 
bargaining unit represented by NATCA and as defined by the petition for 
representation of that unit. Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is 
derived by totaling all time together spent in each of the NATCA 
bargaining units. 
 

Rationale: This amendment allows veterans of the United States Armed 
Forces, who gladly put their lives on the line in service of their country in 
to be recognized and rewarded for their sacrifice. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended Authors: Brandon Johnson (SLC) & Justin Vincent (SLC) 
 
 

 

 

 A16-15   ARTICLE XV, § 1  AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association: 

a)  Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; 
b) First Tie Breaker: NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; EOD/FAA; 
c) Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA;SCD; 
d) Third Tie Breaker: SCD; Lottery. The lottery shall be 

determined at the local level. 
e) Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at 

the local level.    
 For the purpose of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only as a bargaining unit member at that 
present facility. 
 NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is defined as the total time in a 
given time spent as an active member in any bargaining unit represented 
by NATCA, and as defined by the legally recognized petition for 
representation of that unit. Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is 
derived  defined by totaling all time together spent employed in any each 
of the NATCA bargaining units while that bargaining unit is actively 
represented by NATCA. 
 
Rationale: This amendment simply calculates NATCA seniority based on 
time NATCA is actually representing our members, with appropriate tie 
breakers. Under interpretation of the current Article, retroactive time is  
awarded to members who once worked at facilities that have organized 
under NATCA, often years after their departure from that facility. I find 
this practice both unfair and nonsensical. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Mike “Iggy” Irving (ZDC) 
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 A16-16   ARTICLE XV, § 1 AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association: 

 a) Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; SCD; 
b) First Tie Breaker: Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; 
c) Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA; NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; 
 d) Third Tie Breaker: SCD; EOD/FAA; 
e) Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at 

 the local level. 
 For the purposes of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only using only time spent as a bBargaining 
uUnit mMember at that present facility. 
 NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is defined as time spent as an active 
member in any the total time in a given bargaining unit represented by 
NATCA and as defined by the legally recognized petition for 
representation of that unit. Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is 
derived by totaling all time together spent in each any of the NATCA 
bargaining units.  
 
Rationale: Currently NATCA only recognizes time served in the FAA and 
Federal Contract towers that are represented by NATCA. I believe this 
rule inaccurately represents the intent of seniority. The definition of 
seniority is a privileged position earned by reason of longer service or 
higher rank. Military controller service to their country is currently not 
recognized by NATCA. By making this change we would be supporting 
our prior military members, showing them that we appreciate their service 
to our country and that we value their ATC work experience. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Michael Clay (ILG) 
 
 

 A16-17   ARTICLE XV, § 1 AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association:  

a)  Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time;  
b)  First Tie Breaker: NATCA Bargaining Unit Time;  
c)  Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA; 
d)  Third Tie Breaker: SCD;  
e)  Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at 

the local level.  
 For the purpose of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only as a bargaining unit member at that 
present facility.  
 NATCA Bargaining Unit time is defined as the total time in a given 
bargaining unit represented by NATCA and as defined by the petition for 
representation of that unit.  For Federal Contract Towers, only time spent 
in that bargaining unit from the date of the petition for representation to 
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the present shall be counted when calculating NATCA Bargaining Unit 
Time.  Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is derived by totaling 
all NATCA Bargaining Unit tTime together spent in each of the NATCA 
bargaining units.  
 
Rationale: Currently seniority is interpreted to allow someone who 
worked at an FCT to earn seniority even while working at the so called 
FCT they were never eligible to pay union dues.  Then all of a sudden 10 
years later while working for the FAA their FCT becomes NATCA and 
they earn seniority for how many years they worked at so called FCT.  
 
This is unfair to all eligible Union paying employees.  
Here is our simple amendment that fixes this and makes it fair to all.  
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Authors: Mike Zaccaro (S46) & Jared Mike (S46) 
 
 

 A16-18   ARTICLE XV, § 1 AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association: 

a)  Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; 
b)  First Tie Breaker: NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; EOD/FAA; 
c)  Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA; SCD; 
d)  Third Tie Breaker: SCD; Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at  
  the local level. 
e)  Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at the  
local level. 
 For the purpose of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only as a bargaining unit member at that 
present facility. 
 NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is defined as the total time in a given 
bargaining unit represented by NATCA and as defined by the petition for 
representation of that unit. Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is 
derived by totaling all time together spent in each of the NATCA 
bargaining units.  
 
Rationale: As NATCA continues to reach out and absorb other bargaining 
units, tabulating time spent in other bargaining units, now also included 
within NATCA, creates division in place of the solidarity discovered 
through the inclusion of more bargaining units within NATCA. 

 
�Passed  �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn  �Amended  Author: Joel Brown (ZLC) 
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 A16-19   ARTICLE XV, § 1     AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association: 

a) Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time plus any time in 
Federal Service for the United States Armed Forces; 

b) First Tie Breaker: NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; 
c) Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA;  
d) Third Tie Breaker: SCD; 
e) Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be  

             determined at the local level.  
 For the purpose of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only as a bargaining unit member at that 
present facility.  
 NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is defined as the total time in a given 
bargaining unit represented by NATCA and as defined by the petition for 
representation of that unit. Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is 
derived by totaling all time together spent in each of the NATCA 
bargaining units. 

 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended Authors: Ravi Gupta (ZMA) & Alejandro Ronquillo (ZMA) 
 
 

 A16-20   ARTICLE XV, § 1  AMEND: Section 1.  The following shall be used to determine seniority 
for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association: 

a) Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time; EOD/FAA; 
b) First Tie Breaker: NATCA Bargaining Unit Time;SCD; 
c) Second Tie Breaker: EOD/FAA; Lottery. The lottery shall be 

determined at the local level. 
d) Third Tie Breaker: SCD; 
e) Fourth Tie Breaker: Lottery. The lottery shall be determined at the 

local level.  
 For the purpose of facility release policies, seniority will be 
determined by facility time only as a bargaining unit member at that 
present facility. 
 NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is defined as the total time in a given 
bargaining unit represented by NATCA and as defined by the petition for 
representation of that unit. Cumulative NATCA Bargaining Unit Time is 
derived by totaling all time together spent in each of the NATCA 
bargaining units. 
 
Rationale: Current practice is seniority starts with person enters 
facility.  Due to changes in initial location and current lateral movement 
capabilities; I think it should be stated the seniority should start when a 
person starts with the FAA, and then tie breakers can be instituted after 
the fact.  Between the types of facilities, the training initially at OKC 
varies greatly. Starting at a center, and having to spend 2-3 times as long 
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than someone starting tower or TRACON only to have them transfer up 
and pass you in seniority does not feel equitable. 

 
�Passed �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Joseph Luczkowski (ZID) 
 
 

 A16-21   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3. Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 
Rationale: This so called punishment for our Union brothers and sisters 
serves no purpose and deters good members from becoming good 
supervisors, and that is what we are lacking.  Why would we punish 
somebody for career progression for their family?  They are not the ones 
who imposed the white book on our members, the agency did. There is no 
person who moves into a supervisor position with the intent to harm 
controllers, so why are we punishing them for trying to make life better 
for their family if this is what they want to pursue. As stated earlier, this 
harms our members and has no purpose. 
 

 �Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Adam Jensen (TPA) 
 
 

 A16-22   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3.  Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 
Rationale: Not everyone who becomes a supervisor or part of 
management stays in that position.  Sometimes supervisors get into their 
new position and find out they cannot play the management game, or will 
not sacrifice their integrity when they are told to do something contrary 
to the betterment of their controller and bargaining unit employees.  Other 
times, those new supervisors and managers are demoted from their 
position because upper management simply does not like them.  Therefore, 
when those people return to the bargaining unit, their seniority should 
only be adjusted less the time they were outside of the bargaining unit.  
Zeroing out someone’s seniority is an antiquated practice; especially 
when the current culture within the union is to strengthen the relationship 
amongst its brother/sisterhood, and create a cohesive environment 
between labor and management.   
 

�Passed  �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended  Author: Greg Migirditch (ZME) 
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 A16-23   ARTICLE XV, § 3 AMEND: Section 3.  Any bargaining unit member who accepted a      
 supervisor/management position after between September 12, 2008 and 
September 30, 2009, and then returns to the bargaining unit will have 
his/her cumulative seniority date set to the day they return. 
 
Rationale: Members returning to the bargaining unit after accepting a 
management position, excluding White Book years, should only "lose" 
time outside the bargaining unit. 
The intent for changing seniority was to punish those who exempted 
themselves from White Book rules and to target perpetrators during a time 
of contention. It shouldn't apply otherwise.   
Former managers who returned to the bargaining unit during the Green 
Book are not affected.  Red Book returning FLMs should be treated the 
same as Green Book returning FLMs.   
Conversely, the "targeted group" who fled NATCA to exempt themselves 
from the White Book then returned to the bargaining unit prior to 2008 
kept their seniority, while Red Book-ers are stripped of theirs.  
Ridiculously, if that same Red Book-er FLM (previously) worked at a 
contract tower and today that FCT joined NATCA, they would now receive 
"time" towards their seniority for the years they spent at the FCT (not 
paying dues, not even FAA) but NO "time" for the years in NATCA paying 
dues.  Erasing the accumulated time amounts to NOT protecting the rights 
of the individual member.  The current prejudicial language discriminates 
against the rights of dues paying members. Time served as a dues-paying 
member shouldn’t be erased. 

 
 �Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Authors: Heather Bantz (SGF) & Sean Howard (ZDC) 
 
 
 

 A16-24   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3. Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 
Rationale: Time served as a dues paying member should not be erased. 
Time accumulated in the bargaining unit should always be counted 
towards seniority. Each day earned in the bargaining unit should never 
be taken away. Whether or not the controller left the bargaining unit to be 
an Accountant, TechOps technician or management, the time accumulated 
in the NATCA Bargaining Unit should never be erased. Erasing all of the 
accumulated time amounts to NOT protecting the rights of that individual 
member. 

 
 �Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Authors: Heather Bantz (SGF) & Sean Howard (ZDC) 
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 A16-25   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3. Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 

Rationale: Persons returning to NATCA after accepting permanent 
management positions, should receive credit toward seniority for all the 
time in the bargaining unit not to include anytime spent in management. 
Prior to Red Book, all time-in management was time lost and not reset to 
Zero. Now, after Red Book, there are persons who have served in 
management positions and received time back, and persons who have not. 
There is no consistency. Additionally, persons who have contributed to 
NATCA for many years have tested the management waters and returned, 
only to have seniority reset to Zero.  Our past contributing members 
should be welcomed back without the additional penalty of losing all prior 
contributing time, in hopes that they will continue to contribute dues. 

 

 �Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Jamaal Teel (IAD) 
 
 

 A16-26   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3. Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 
Rationale: A bargaining unit member's seniority will be based on time in 
the bargaining unit. If one leaves the bargaining unit on a temporary or 
permanent status, the time away from the bargaining unit will not count 
towards one’s seniority. Seniority will then be based on total time in the 
bargaining unit. 

 

 �Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Nathan Fischer (SCT) 
 
 

 A16-27   ARTICLE XV, § 3  AMEND: Section 3.  Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 through 
September 30, 2009 and returns to the bargaining unit will have his/her 
cumulative seniority date set to the day they return. 
 
Rationale: Simply redefines the current policy with an end date to coincide 
with the October 1, 2009 effective date of the ATC - TMU - NOTAMs 
Collective Bargaining Agreement (Red Book). 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Mike “Iggy” Irving (ZDC) 
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 A16-28   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3. Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 
Rationale: This amendment causes inconsistency in policy and the 
appearance that those who pursued management are not valued members. 
Day-for-day loss of seniority is a just and fair retribution for those who 
decided to try another position in the agency and ultimately wished to 
return to the bargaining unit.  

 
�Passed �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Megan Wadsworth (ZDV) 
 
 

 A16-29   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3.  Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 
Rationale: NATCA members who have worked in a permanent supervisor 
position and return to the bargaining unit should retain all seniority they 
have earned in the past. They will not earn seniority for the time they spent 
as a supervisor, but would continue where they left off prior to accepting 
that position. This change would increase morale throughout the 
workforce and improve our work environment. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Michael Clay (ILG) 
 

 

 A16-30   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3.  Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 
Rationale: A person should only lose seniority time spent outside of the 
bargaining unit. 

 
�Passed �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Calvin Brown (ZHU) 
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 A16-31   ARTICLE XV, § 3 DELETE: Section 3.  Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return.  
 
Rationale: NATCA seniority should include all NATCA time on the 
boards.  One should not be penalized for trying to make a difference and 
stepping up to the plate in an effort to do so.  I propose we go back to 
simply saying MSS2 time does not count, however all NATCA time should 
be counted.  
I personally crossed in to management during that time and worked hard 
as an MSS2 to be a buffer between upper management and the work force, 
making the best of trying times.  I believe my work during that time helped 
not just my crew, but the entire facility to be one of the better places to be 
during that time.  Eventually my frustration with upper management got 
the better of me and I crossed back into the NATCA workforce and enjoy 
my job as a controller and very active Union member, that uses my 
knowledge and history to benefit all of us.  That being said, I do not believe 
I should be stripped of my previous NATCA time and should have my 
NATCA seniority restored.  We should not be penalized for trying to make 
a difference. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Robert Speck (BNA) 
 
 
 

 A16-32   ARTICLE XV, § 3     DELETE: Section 3.  Any bargaining unit member who accepted a 
supervisor/management position after September 12, 2008 and returns to 
the bargaining unit will have his/her cumulative seniority date set to the 
day they return. 
 
Rationale: This section currently only serves as a reminder of the 
dysfunctional relationship between the Agency and NATCA at the time of 
it’s inclusion, a relationship which we as a Union are working hard to 
repair and build new. The language within the section was altered once 
before in an attempt to right a perceived wrong. Both versions of this 
section have caused angst and division among the membership. It is time 
that the section is removed from our Constitution entirely.  

 
�Passed �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn �Amended Author: Joel Brown (ZLC) 
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 A16-33   ARTICLE XV, § 4 ADD NEW: Section 4.  Any bargaining unit member who has served in 
the United States Armed Forces will have their NATCA Cumulative 
Bargaining Unit time changed to reflect the time they spent on active duty 
in the Armed Forces as well as any time already spent in a NATCA 
Bargaining Unit. 
 
Rationale: This amendment allows veterans of the United States Armed 
Forces, who gladly put their lives on the line in service of their country in 
to be recognized and rewarded for their sacrifice. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Authors: Justin Vincent (SLC) & Brandon Johnson (SLC) 
 
 

 

 A16-34   ARTICLE XV, § 4 ADD NEW: Section 4.  Any bargaining unit member who has served in 
the United States Armed Forces will have their NATCA Cumulative 
Bargaining Unit time reflect the time they spent on active duty in the 
Armed Forces of the United States, as well as any time already spent in a 
NATCA Bargaining Unit, if they pay 50% of the AG pay scale dues for 
time served in the Armed Forces.  
 
Rationale: This amendment will provide financial gain for NATCA, while 
allowing veterans of the United States Armed Forces, who gladly put their 
lives on the line in service of their country to be recognized and rewarded 
for their sacrifice. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended Authors: Justin Vincent (SLC) & Brandon Johnson (SLC) 
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RESOLUTIONS 
 
In accordance with SRC-1 the following proposed resolutions are submitted for consideration.  The proposed 
resolutions are listed in the order in which they appear in the NATCA Constitution and then the order they were 
received. 
 

 
 

 R16-01  AMEND: SRF-1 Financial Bonding of NATCA Locals  
 On an annual basis, NATCA National will pay the premium for a 
dishonesty bond of appropriate coverage for each NATCA Local with annual 
total receipts and/or total assets in excess of $5,000. The dishonesty bonds 
shall cover NATCA Locals that annually handle up to $50,000. NATCA 
Locals with treasuries in excess of $50,000 must obtain a separate bond for 
any amount over $50,000. The Executive Vice President will make the 
decision of whether a NATCA Local has annual total receipts and/or total 
assets in excess of $5,000 by reviewing the financial report filed by each 
NATCA Local for the previous fiscal year. At least thirty (30) days prior to 
the effective date of the bonds, the Executive Vice President will disseminate 
a list of all NATCA Locals for which a dishonesty bond will be purchased.  
 
Rationale: For several years, NATCA National has covered the cost of 
dishonesty bonds  for all Locals, including those with treasuries in excess of 
$50,000. This amendment is  proposed to ensure that SRF-1 accurately 
captures current practice.  
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Author(s): National Finance Committee 
 
 

 R16-02  AMEND TITLE: SRF-5 NATCA Lobby Week in Washington (NIW) 
Funding 
 Sufficient funds shall be allocated, separate from the budget for the 
Legislative Department and Committee, for the purpose of an annual Lobby 
Week for National Legislative Committee members and NATCA activists, to 
ensure that NATCA’s presence on Capitol Hill and grassroots political 
activity will be maintained. 
 
Rationale: Reflects current phraseology concerning this event. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Author: Mike “Iggy” Irving (ZDC) 
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 R16-03  ADD NEW: SRF-XX Bankcard Use  
 Locals are discouraged from having Bankcards (Debit Cards, Visa 
Check Cards, etc.) that draw funds directly from their Local’s financial 
institutions. Locals that have such Bankcards are restricted to the following 
uses: recurring monthly charges such as internet for the Local; on-line 
purchases for the Local where payment cannot be made by check; and 
charges associated with conducting local meetings. All Bankcard charges 
need to be pre-approved and vouchered in accordance with SRF-21. 
 

Rationale:  This amendment seeks to strike a balance between the need and 
convenience of using debit cards with the liability of misuse or improper 
documentation. Our dual signature checks and dual signature voucher system 
add safeguards to protect our Locals and our Union. Debit cards bypass the 
dual signature requirement at the time of the expense. Furthermore, locals 
aren’t always documenting debit card charges or properly expensing those 
charges on vouchers. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Author: Ed Szczuka (ECE) 
 
 

 R16-04  ADD NEW: SRF-XX Use of Union Funds for the Purchase of Alcohol  
 NATCA membership dues shall not be used to purchase alcohol for any 
NATCA sponsored event. 
 

Rationale: Alcohol is a high expense at any restaurant, bar, or group function 
especially when there is an open unlimited bar. It is understandable to want 
to provide for NATCA members, but using membership dues to fund a bar tab 
is fiscally irresponsible. Dues money can and should be used for the greater 
good of its membership, not for local benders or so-called Solidarity Events. 
With these additional funds being made available, NATCA can work to 
continue building one of the strongest, most passionate, dedicated Unions that 
it has been for the past 28 years. This will help us better represent the best 
interests and protections of the entire membership. Current budget 
constraints could be lifted to accommodate more useful work in and for the 
Union.  
This is not a call to ban alcohol from any NATCA event. We all know how 
well that would go over. A cash bar or some sponsored event is more than 
acceptable. This simply prevents NATCA from picking up the tab, so that our 
membership may use dues money in a more efficient, productive manner that 
everyone can benefit from. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Authors: Michael McKenna (ZDV) & Travis Odegard (ZDV) 
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 R16-05  DELETE: SRH-12 Technical Representative Selection Policy  
 To be eligible to serve as a NATCA bargaining unit representative on 
technological or procedural programs or projects, NATCA members may 
not have voluntarily participated as a subject matter expert on employer-
initiated programs during an imposition of work and/or pay rules for their 
respective bargaining units, unless the member can demonstrate he/she was 
specifically ordered under the threat of discipline to participate on said 
program or project. In each instance, this provision shall apply from the 
imposition of work and/or pay rules until 18 months after the bargaining 
unit receive or restores its collective bargaining agreement. Any dispute 
concerning the applicability of this provision shall be raised to the NATCA 
National Executive Board for review and, if appropriate, action. 
 
 Rationale: It is now moot as it has timed out. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Author(s): National Executive Board 
 
 

 R16-06  ADD NEW: SRI-13 Membership Vote on Privatization/Change of 
Federal Employment Status 
 Whereas, NATCA’s National Executive Board is required to abide by 
the NATCA Constitution, including PSA-5 and PSC-2. 
 Whereas, the membership understands that there is a risk of being 
unsuccessful in NATCA’s fight against privatization and/or a change of its 
membership’s Federal Employment Status. 
 Whereas, the magnitude of exploring and supporting an option such as 
privatization, whether it be a non-profit or for-profit model, and/or a change 
of its membership’s Federal Employment Status, is too great to be handled 
without membership’s individual voices. 
 Whereas, it takes several steps for a bill to become law. 
 Whereas, if, at anytime, NATCA’s National Executive Board feels the 
only option it has is to support a privatization model or a change to its 
membership’s Federal Employment Status, its hands are tied to the 
constitution until a future convention. 
 Therefore, be it resolved that NATCA’s National Executive Board is 
required to receive membership approval for supporting privatization, 
whether it be a non-profit or for-profit model, and/or a change of the 
membership’s Federal Employment Status by a secret ballot vote. If, at 
anytime, the National Executive Board feels it is the best option, it shall seek 
guidance from membership via the vote. All active members in good standing 
shall be eligible to vote for the support or opposition of said concept. The vote 
shall be called “A Vote To Support Privatization and/or Change Of 
Membership’s Federal Employment Status” and no other issues shall be 
allowed on the ballots during the voting process. The most recent National 
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Election Committee shall handle the voting process, designate dates for the 
distribution and tabulation of ballots, and shall so notify the membership in a 
timely manner. The notification of the vote shall be at least fourteen (14) days 
before the distribution of the ballots. The last date for receiving and tabulating 
of ballots shall be at least thirty (30) days after the ballots are distributed. The 
National Election Committee shall oversee the tabulation of all valid ballots. 
Only the ballots of active members in good standing shall be counted. In order 
for the National Executive Board to support the concept, it must receive a two 
thirds (2/3) majority vote in favor of the support. After tabulating the ballots, 
the National Election Committee shall announce the membership’s decision. 
In the event that the membership passes a two thirds (2/3) majority vote in 
favor of supporting a privatization model and/or change of the membership’s 
Federal Employment Status, the word “privatization” shall be removed from 
PSC-2, within no more than seven (7) days of the National Election 
Committee’s announcement of the membership’s decision, in order to allow 
the National Executive Board the ability to give its support to said concept. † 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Authors: Dan Ayotte (ZBW), Kyle Szary (ZBW), Sean Steele (ORD) 
 

† Only the language following “Therefore, be it resolved that” would become the resolution. 
 
 

 R16-07  AMEND: SRL-1 Arbitration Policy 
 When a Regional Vice President or his/her designee decides to pursue 
arbitration of a grievance, he/she will ensure the completed grievance file has 
been properly uploaded into the NATCA Grievance Tracking System (GATS) 
and elevated to the arbitration level no later than fourteen (14) days after the 
receipt of management’s step 2 response, or as appropriate. The grievance file 
should include, at a minimum, a copy of the grievance, management responses 
(if any), copy of any local MOU(s) relied upon, copies of any laws, Agency 
Orders, rules, or regulations violated, SF-50s, pay records, witness statements 
and all other evidence. In addition, accompanying the grievance file, the 
Regional Vice President or his/her designee will upload a grievance 
evaluation, which will include the facts of the case, a summary of the 
evidence, strengths and weaknesses of the grievance, and a recommendation 
for moving forward. 
  Upon receipt of the arbitration request and case file, the Director of 
Labor Relations may conduct a follow-up with the Regional Vice President 
or his/her designee to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the case. The 
Director of Labor Relations may then direct an analysis of the case by the 
National Office Labor Relations Staff. 
  Grievances requested for arbitration will be reviewed by the NATCA 
Labor Relations Strategy Group Grievance Review Team. The Labor 
Relations Strategy Group’s Grievance Review Team’s review of grievances 
will include all documentation received through the respective region, as well 
as the analysis prepared by the National Labor Relations Staff. The Labor 
Relations Strategy Group Grievance Review Team will make  
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recommendations for or against arbitration and may also recommend other  
strategies for resolving the grievance. The Labor Relations Strategy Group 
Grievance Review Team will recommend arbitration advocate(s) to present 
the grievance in arbitration hearing. 
  NATCA’s Director of Labor Relations will present the Labor Relations 
Strategy Group’s Grievance Review Team’s grievance recommendations to 
the NATCA President for final determination. The final determination will 
take into consideration factors such as the chances for success based on the 
merits of the case and the risk or desirability of a precedent-setting decision 
having an effect on NATCA membership nationwide.  
 If it is determined that a grievance will not proceed to arbitration, the 
Director of Labor Relations will communicate this decision to the Regional 
Vice President and the Labor Relations Strategy Group Grievance Review 
Team. 
  If the request for arbitration is denied, the Regional Vice President may 
appeal such decision to the National Executive Board. The decision may be 
overturned by a three-quarters (3/4) vote of the National Executive Board. If 
the Regional Vice President decides to invoke an appeal to the National 
Executive Board, arbitration will be requested to protect timelines and the 
vote taken at the earliest possible time. The Regional Vice President is 
responsible for communicating the final decision to the grievant and to the 
Facility Representative where the initial grievance arose. 
  Once the final determination is made to pursue arbitration, arbitration 
advocate(s) will be assigned to present the grievance in arbitration hearing. 
The assigned advocate and second seat, if assigned, will work as a team on all 
aspects of case preparation, including strategy, witness preparation, case 
presentation, development of an opening statement and post hearing briefs. 
The selection of an arbitrator will be conducted by the assigned arbitration 
advocates from the Regional or National panels, as appropriate. 
  Selection of Arbitrators.‡ The Labor Relations Strategy Group 
Grievance Review Team will recommend arbitrators for Regional and 
National panels. The National Office shall retain the right and responsibility 
to select and remove arbitrators pursuant to the Collective Bargaining 
Agreements. 
 Settlements.‡ The decision to accept a settlement rests with the 
arbitration advocate(s) in consultation with the Director of Labor Relations. 
 Final Determination.‡ When a case is settled or an arbitration decision 
issued, the arbitration advocates(s) will immediately notify the Director of 
Labor Relations and the Regional Vice President. The Regional Vice 
President should then notify the grievant of the resolution as soon as possible. 
Every effort should be made to ensure that the grievant learns of the result 
from NATCA and not management officials. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Author(s): National Executive Board 

 
‡ Dashed underline styling is being used in place of the original standard underline to avoid confusion with proposed additions. 
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 R16-08  AMEND: PSA-5 Alternative Funding Stream 
  NATCA will not support, endorse or encourage any efforts to remove 
or separate the bargaining unit membership from Federal employment, 
including but not limited to privatization, a for-profit entity, a not-for-profit 
entity or any form of non-Federal workforce. 
 The National Air Traffic Controllers Association supports the 
exploration of the following concepts: 

a)  Creating a sustainable financial future. It is critical to establish a 
funding system that provides dedicated and sufficient revenues to 
pay for obligations. 

b)  Separating the operations and support functions from the 
regulatory functions of the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) only if the workforce remains a federally employed entity. 
A Ppotential areas of exploration could include is the creation of 
two separate government agencies or the formation of a quasi-
governmental corporation. 

c)  Reforming existing statutes, regulations, and policies. 
d)  Reviewing the current mix of Airport and Airway Trust Fund taxes 

and fees and considering alternative sources that provide sufficient 
funding for services such as air traffic control and aircraft 
certification.  

 Ensuring the safety of the National Airspace System should be in the 
forefront of any initiatives to reform FAA funding streams and governance. 
Any support by NATCA must ensure the following: 

a)  NATCA, as a stakeholder, must be included throughout the 
process, from inception to implementation. Further, any effort 
must be supported by NATCA’s National Executive Board. 

b)  Retention of Union recognition, representational status, and 
continuation of collective bargaining rights. This is achieved 
through the retention of 5 United States Code Chapter 71, however 
other similar legal frameworks may be considered. 

c)  Protection of Federal employee status, membership pay and 
benefits including, but not limited to, retirement and health care. 

d)  NATCA must be included as a voting member of any governing 
board or body. 

Any change to PSA-5 shall require a 2/3 majority vote of delegates. 
 
Rationale: ATC should remain a Federally employed workforce.  NATCA 
should protect its membership by fighting against any type of non federal 
workforce agenda.  The benefits and security of a Federal job outweigh any 
option of a privatized workplace. 

 
�Passed �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn �Amended  Author: Nathan Rux (ZAU) 
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 R16-09  AMEND: PSA-5 Alternative Funding Stream  
 The National Air Traffic Controllers Association supports the 
exploration of the following concepts: 

a) Creating a sustainable financial future. It is critical to establish a 
funding system that provides dedicated and sufficient revenues to 
pay for obligations.  

b) Separating the operations and support functions from the 
regulatory functions of the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA). Potential areas of exploration could include the creation of 
two separate government agencies or the formation of a quasi-
governmental corporation. 

c) Reforming existing statutes, regulations, and policies.  
d) Reviewing the current mix of Airport and Airway Trust Fund taxes 

and fees and considering alternative sources that provide sufficient 
funding for services such as air traffic control and aircraft 
certification.  

 Ensuring the safety of the National Airspace System should be in the 
forefront of any initiatives to reform FAA funding streams and governance. 
Any support by NATCA must ensure the following:  

a) NATCA, as a stakeholder, must be included throughout the 
process, from inception to implementation. Further, any effort 
must be supported by NATCA’s National Executive Board.  

b) Retention of Union recognition, representational status, and 
continuation of collective bargaining rights. This is achieved 
through the retention of 5 United States Code Chapter 71, however 
other similar legal frameworks may be considered.  

c) Protection of membership pay and benefits including, but not 
limited to, retirement and health care.  

d) NATCA must be included as a voting member of any governing 
board or body.  

e) Membership must remain protected by the Federal Tort Claims 
Act. 

 
 Rationale: NATCA should search for a solution to create a stabilized funding 
stream; however, removal of its membership from Federal Employment status 
should not be an option. There are several contradicting definitions as to what 
a “quasi-governmental corporation” is, leaving it open to interpretation. In 
order to prevent any misinterpretation, we move to remove “or the formation 
of a quasi-governmental corporation” from PSA-5.  
 
 
Additionally, in the event that something unfortunate were to happen 
involving a member or members on duty, the Federal Tort Claims Act 
currently prevents the individual(s) from bearing any resulting liability in a 
law suit. The Federal Tort Claims Act is imperative to NATCA’s membership; 
therefore, we move to add the requirement that “Membership must remain 
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protected by the Federal Tort Claims Act.” to the list of items that NATCA 
must ensure in PSA-5.  
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Authors: Dan Ayotte (ZBW), Kyle Szary (ZBW), Sean Steele (ORD) 
 
 

 R16-10  ADD NEW: PSB-XX  
 NATCA shall pursue a change to FERS to provide 1.7% retirement 
calculation to those who reach the age of 56, not the Federal Employees MRA 
(minimum retirement age).  
 
Rationale: The Federal Employees minimum retirement age is set to change 
in 2021 to age 56 years and 2 months, thus excluding bargaining unit 
members who are mandated to retire at age 56.  The ACT uses the term MRA 
which is the minimum retirement age for Federal Employees.  NATCA should 
pursue a change in the provision which does not exclude our members who 
are forced to retire before reaching the new, higher MRA.   A bargaining unit 
employee born in 1965 or later will reach the 56 year age limit on controllers, 
which keeps you from reaching the Federal MRA of 56 years and 2 
months.  Once this provision is lost my belief is that it would probably be lost 
forever. By making this small technical change it would extend this benefit for 
all qualified members for generations to come. 

 
�Passed �Defeated 

 �Withdrawn �Amended  Author: Johnny Temple (ZHU) & Dave Salapata (ZHU) 
 
 

 R16-11  AMEND: PSC-2 Contracting Facilities 
 The National Office shall spare no reasonable expense in the protection, 
continuation, and growth of all bargaining unit positions, and shall offer all 
lawful resistance to out-sourcing, or contracting out quasi government 
organizations, and privatization.  
 In the event of imminent or impending reform or restructuring of the Air 
Traffic Organization, including privatization, quasi government entities, or 
not for profit organizations, NATCA the National Executive Board shall spare 
no reasonable expense to protect every interest of the membership Union 
including, but not limited to: pay, benefits, and working conditions, and 
remaining a federal workforce. 
 The National Executive Board will consider ATC an inherently 
governmental workforce. 
 Any change to PSC-2 shall require a 2/3 majority vote of delegates. 
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Rationale: ATC should remain a Federally employed workforce.  NATCA 
should protect its membership by fighting against any type of non federal 
workforce agenda.  The benefits and security of a Federal job outweigh any 
option of a privatized workplace. 

 

�Passed  �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended  Author: Nathan Rux (ZAU) 
 
 

 R16-12  AMEND: PSC-2 Contracting Facilities  
 The National Office shall spare no reasonable expense in the protection, 
continuation, and growth of all bargaining unit positions, and shall offer all 
lawful resistance to out-sourcing, privatization, or contracting out. 
  In the event of imminent or impending reform or restructuring of the Air 
Traffic Organization, including privatization, the National Executive Board 
shall spare no reasonable expense to protect every interest of the Union 
including, but not limited to: pay, benefits, and working conditions. 
 
Rationale: NATCA should remain steadfast in the belief that air traffic control 
should not be outsourced, privatized, or contracted out and should continue 
to view Air Traffic Control to be inherently governmental as the vehicle for 
ensuring this. While NATCA acknowledges the lack of a stabilized funding 
stream due to the economic gamesmanship in Washington, there are options 
to remedy the problem while remaining a government entity that NATCA 
should be involved in and fully support from exploration to implementation. 
No form of privatization, whether it be a non-profit or for-profit model, should 
be considered an option. The amendment to PSC-2 from the 2014 Convention 
has left us open to unintended consequences therefore we move to revert the 
first paragraph by adding “privatization” to PSC-2. Additionally, we move to 
remove “including privatization” from the second paragraph of PSC-2, as we 
believe it is redundant and that NATCA will be successful in its future 
endeavors.  

 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Authors: Dan Ayotte (ZBW), Kyle Szary (ZBW), Sean Steele (ORD) 
 
 

 

 R16-13  ADD NEW: PSC-XX 
 Any negotiations by the National Executive Board that agree to remove 
the inherently governmental status and/or separate the air traffic bargaining 
unit organization through privatization shall be given a full vote by all 
NATCA members. 

 

�Passed  �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended  Author: Jason Guitar (ARB) 
 
 

 



 

 

 

NATCA SIXTEENTH BIENNIAL CONVENTION PROPOSED AMENDMENTS AND RESOLUTIONS 

 R16-14  ADD NEW: PSC-XX 
 NATCA shall make every reasonable effort to have seniority determined 
by the Union in all Collective Bargaining Agreements. 
 
Rationale: I believe we are unnecessarily abandoning former FAA 
NATCAvists in Contract Towers to the explanation of “NATCA seniority 
determination was rejected” and by no less than all three of the contractors! 
No one has satisfactorily explained why the contractors would care about 
seniority in the course of their battle to secure the best financial outcome, nor 
our inability to protect it. After four years of puzzling over this issue and 
discussing it with others, it finally hit me! They want new employees to work 
their way up slowly in leave accumulation rate, a true matter of dollars and 
cents. Am I the first one to figure this out? The result is that your brothers and 
sisters that built this union are being disenfranchised at a time we should be 
building membership and a strong base in the FCT. 
The fact that it has “always been done this way” is a poor excuse for a lack 
of vision and direction going forward. It is baffling to the battered ex-FAA 
rank and file and worse, demoralizing. It certainly does not support accepting 
what we would not stand for from the FAA: The loss of NATCA seniority 
determination. 
 

�Passed �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn �Amended  Author: Rick Cali (FTY) 
 
 

 R16-15  ADD NEW: PSC-XX 
 NATCA recognizes that the National Airspace System is a critical part 
of the national defense, both military and economic, and inherently 
governmental. NATCA will oppose any effort to privatize or otherwise remove 
the functions of air traffic controllers out of the purview of the Federal 
Government. 

 
Rationale: As the unparalleled global leader in aviation technology and air 
traffic procedures, we handle the busiest, most complex airspace system in the 
world, where a single airport handles more traffic alone than the busiest 
European and Canadian airports COMBINED. As history has proven in other 
attempts to privatize public services, turning these functions over to an 
organization outside the public sector will decrease efficiency, increase costs, 
and result in a diminished quality of product. Air traffic control is a prime 
example of how effective the government can be when it is allowed to. We 
ensure traffic in support of critical military missions and of high economic 
priority arrives at their respective destinations safely and as efficiently as 
possible. I urge the membership to vote in favor of this amendment. 

 

�Passed  �Defeated 
 �Withdrawn  �Amended  Author: Kyle Beamsderfer (BJC) 
 




